Ab.~lracl-ln this paper we consider two models of roneatenated ronmlutionaJ rodes fr-om the perspeethoe of Unear systems theory. We present an Input-state-output representation of these models and we study the rondition<o for control pr-operties as rontrollabiJity, observability ru we)) as output observability.
l. INTRODUCTIO In coding theory, concat nated cod s form a class of error-correcting codes that are obtained by combining an inner code and an outer code. They w re con ived in 1966 by Dave Forn y as a solution to the problem of finding a code that has both exponentially decreasing error probability with increasing block length and polynomial-time decoding complexity. Concat nated cod s became wid ly u. ed in pace communication. in the 1970 .. More Concr tely the concatenation of convolutional codes i .. u. ed for d p-space tran mis. ion., including aL o bar code , th ISBN code for books, and th one. u. ed for credit card or identity cards. It i. well known that the code with the correction capacities that b st fit the reliability of the physical devices 978-1-4799-0324-5/13/ 31.00@2013 I.EEE is used in each instance of information processing. One of these clru ses of cod s are Turbo Cod . (which combine two convolutional codes) they are used in mobile telecommunications standards and its variation for internet ace ss. In this paper we study two kinds of concatenated convolutional codes (serial and para!! I) using linear syst ms th ory.
It is well known that convolutional codes can be d scribed using a quite more general th ory, the linear . ystems theory over finite fi ld. (see [ 19] , [20] , [2 1] for example).
Following the work initiated in [14] , the aim of this article is to give an input-output representation of a concatenat d (serial and parallel) convolutional code, and d due condition. for control properties as controllability, ob ervability a w II as output observability. Th control properties are relied to the minimality of strict equivalent encoders.
. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout the paper. we denote by = G (q) the Galoi field of q e lements and -the algebraic closur of .
A convolutional cod C of rat k / n and degre c5, called an (n , k, c5)-code, can be giv n by the input-. tate-output r pr . entation (see [16] , [19] , [2 1])
where for each instant t x( t ) E _ is the state vector, u(t ) E k is the infonnation vector, y(t ) E n-k is the parity vector and v(t ) is a codeword of C. In that case, C is said to be gen rated by th quadruple of matric s ( A, B , , D ) and w wi ll denot it by C (A, B , , D ) .
Here A, B, and D ar matrices of siz s c5 x c5, c5
is a minimal r pres ntation and it is charact rized through the condition that th pair (A, B ) i controllabl , i .. ,
or equivalently (see [ 17] ),
A pair ( A, ) is said to be an observable pair if (At, t) is a controllabl pair, i .. ,
or equival ntly (see [17] 
that for Xt (O) = :r:2(0) = 0 we obtain:
Th n m(s) = 1 + s + s:l + s-1 . Finally, in t nns of th input-stat -output repr senration ( l), th free di. tance of a convolutional cod C, that i , th minimum Hamming di tance b tween any two code sequences of C, can be characterized as (see [ 16]) 1.t2( t ), and y 2 ( t) be the stat vector, the information vector and th parity vector of Ci(A2 ~. 2, D2 ), r spectively.
The outer code Co and the inner code Ci are serialized, on aft r th oth r, so that th input information 1L2 = Yt (t). Consequently
That is to say
C(A, B , , D ) with the concatenated code is
Th second mod I pr sented is th parallel concatenation. Let C1 (All B t, 11 D t) and C2 (A2 , B2 , 2, D2) b onvolutional cod s. Let x 1(t), 1.t1 (t), and y (t)(t) be the state vector the information vector and the parity vector of C1(A11 B1, t• Dt), and let a:2 (t), 'tL2(t), and y2(t)
be the stat vector, th infonnation v tor and th ( 2 ) parity vector of C2(A2 B2 , 2 D2 ), re. pectiv ly.
where dj(C) = minu(O)#O {t wt ('t.t(t) ) + t wt(y(t)) } t=O t ... u is th j -th column distance of the convolutional cod C, for j = 0, 1,2, ....
CONCATE ATION
In this se tion we introduce th following models of concatenation of two convolutional codes.
The first model consid red is the following. (A, B , C, D ) is observable.
Example 4. I:
Over the fie ld = Z5 , we consider the codes C (At, B 1, 1, D1) 
B. Parallel concatenated case
Th controllability matrix of the parallel concatenated cod is
Proposition 4.5: A necessary condition for controllability of concat nated system is that the pairs ( 2: B1) and {A2 , B2) are controllable Obviously, this condition it is not suffici nt as we can see in th following example: 2A~'+<5:! Pmposition 4.6: A necessary condition for observability of concatenated system is that th pairs (At, t) and ( A2 , ) are observabl Th . a me od s in th pr viou.. xampl serve to prov that the converse of this proposition is not tru .
Consider nO\JJ a paralle l concatenated code C(A B , C, D ) obtain d from the concat nation of the codes Ct( A~: B t, t: D t) = C2(A2 , B2 , ' 2, D2 ).
Th output observability matrix of this concatnated cod is
Th refor , is having th following propo .. ition. Proposition 4. 7: A neoe. ary condition for output observability of the concatenated code C (A , B , , D ) is that the code Ct ( A, B , , D ) corresponds to th output observability matrix of the Ct ( A, B , , D ) cod .
= G ~)
It is ea. y to ob erv that th se codes are not output observable: rank ( t Dt ) = rank~i i i ;~ = 1 < 2, 1 1 1 1 rank ( ~ D2 ) = rank 2 2 2 2 = 1 < 2.
Nev rtheless, th parallel concat nated system is output observable, for that it suffices to observe that
CONCLUSIO S
In this paper a d tailed look at the algebraic structure of concatenated (serial and parallel) convolutional codes using techniques of linear systems theory has been mad . Conditions for controllability, ob. rvability and output-observability have been obtained. 
